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Pre-supported pipe roof grouting is difficult to be satisfied due to various

influences, which may have an impact on its bearing characteristics. In order

to determine the impact of grouting plumpness on the bearing behavior of pipe

roof, based on the preliminary experimental research a refined numerical model

that takes into account the bonding between the steel pipe and cement mortar

was established in this paper. It was used to analyze the bending moment-

deflection curve, variation laws of ultimate bearing capacity coefficient, and

disengagement rate of pipe roof under different grouting plumpness.

Meanwhile, the working conditions of reinforcement and casing in the pipe

were conducted. The results show that compared with full grouting, the

ultimate bearing capacity of the grouting pipe roof, pipe roof with

reinforcement bundles and casing pipe decreases by 4.6%, 5.2%, and 4.8%

respectively when grouting incompleteness is 2%, and decreases by 35.3%,

40.4%, and 37.1% respectively, when grouting incompleteness rises to 25%; The

ultimate bearing capacity of the pipe roof can be greatly enhanced by adding

reinforcement bundles and casing pipe, and the increases of this case is 7.7%–

18.3%, 31.4%–51.6%, respectively; The disengagement rate of pipe roof and

mortar under the same load increases with the increase of grouting

incompleteness, which growing relatively slowly when the grouting

incompleteness is less than 2%, and develops rapidly when it is 2%–30%,

while growing little when it is more than 30%. Under the same grouting

incompleteness, adding reinforcement bundles and casing pipe in the pipe

roof can effectively reduce its debonding rate and the latter has a better effect,

and the corresponding disengagement rate is 62.8%–97.9% and 29.1%–91.9%

of the grouting pipe roof respectively.
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1 Introduction

Tunnel construction inevitably encounters poorly self-

stabilizing strata, and improper disposal will lead to instability

of surrounding rock and tunnel collapse accidents. In order to

reduce the disturbance of tunnel excavation to the surrounding

rock, advance pre-supporting technology is often used in tunnel

engineering to strengthen the stability of surrounding rock in

weak strata. And the pipe roof pre-support is widely used as one

of the most effective auxiliary methods to prevent collapse and

sinking in tunnel and underground engineering due to the

advantages of long pre-support distance, fast construction,

high safety and short construction period (Singh et al., 1995;

Wang, 2004; Gou et al., 2007; Li, 2008; Rao, 2008; Xia et al., 2008).

To this end, some scholars have conducted plenty of research

on the layout scope, pipe diameter and construction technology

of pipe roof (Musso, 1979; Miwa and Ogasawara, 2005; Su and

Wang, 2021). The effect of different steel pipe diameters, lap

lengths, and pipe roof lengths on the strength of pipe roofs was

analyzed based on the Pasternak elastic foundation beam theory,

and the results showed that there were optimal values for steel

pipe diameters and lengths of pipe roof (Wang et al., 2010). The

effect of tunnel boring distance on the force characteristics of the

long and large pipe roof was carried out through field test and

numerical simulation, and the results indicated that the force in

all regions of the pipe roof increased with tunnel boring and fell

into a regular slow after the first fast pattern (Geng et al., 2016).

The mechanical response of the pipe roof during the whole

excavation process was investigated based on numerical

simulation and theoretical calculation, and the study suggested

that the pipe roof had a circular micro-arch effect, the excavation

length of large-span tunnel should be limited in 2 m, and the

distance between pipe roofs within 30° near the tunnel vault

should be 5–10 cm shorter compared with other parts (Li et al.,

2022). A comparative study on the physical and mechanical

properties of the secondary grouting was conducted after the steel

pipe was disconnected from the concrete, and the results

demonstrated that the crack width increased and the

mechanical properties were sharply lost after disconnecting,

but the mechanical properties of the steel pipe were basically

restored when the second grouting was full (Ye, 2001; Ye et al.,

2003; Ye et al., 2004). The influence of factors such as steel pipe

diameter and concrete strength on the overall ultimate bearing

capacity of concrete-filled steel tube was examined, the results

revealed that the ultimate bearing capacity calculated by most

codes was more conservative, and the design of concrete-filled

steel tube had a large space for saving (Abed et al., 2012).

At present, the researches on the pipe roof pre-support still

relatively lags behind the actual engineering, and the design still

depends on experience and engineering analogy. The load

determination and mechanical mode of the pre-support structure

needs to be further studied. In addition, there is poorly attended to

the incomplete grouting that often occurs in engineering, and it is

not included in the design calculation. In the actual project, due to

the influence of the construction process and site environment, the

situation of incomplete grouting of pipe roof is often appeared,

resulting in a significant reduction of its effect of pre-support and

bearing behavior. Therefore, in this paper, the refined numerical

simulations of grouting pipe roof, pipe roof with reinforcement

bundles and pipe roof with casing pipe were carried out respectively

under different grouting plumpness, and the results were then

compared and verified with the model test results to obtain the

influence of grouting incompleteness on the bearing behavior of the

pipe roof.

2 Numerical modelling

2.1 Formulation of working conditions

Based on the previous stage of the experimental and preliminary

numerical studies (Geng et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2019), the refined

modeling calculations was further carried out by using ABAQUS

finite element software in this study, and the influence of grouting

incompleteness on the bearing behavior of the pipe roof was

conducted under the three working conditions of grouting pipe

roof, pipe roof with reinforcement bundles and pipe roof with casing

pipe. The model of the grouting pipe roof is filled by cement mortar

(shown in Figure 1A), and the model of pipe roof with

reinforcement bundles is filled with cement mortar and 4 Φ
12 mm reinforcement bundles (shown in Figure 1B). The model

of pipe roof with casing pipe is filled by cementmortar andΦ76 mm

steel pipe (shown in Figure 1C).

The cross section of the three types of pipe roof mentioned

above is shown in Figure 2 (illustrated for incomplete grouting).

In order to better fit the test (Geng et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2019),

the stress-strain curve of the steel pipe was modeled by a

secondary plastic flow model (Zhuang, 2009) with an elastic

modulus of 206 GPa, and the cement mortar was modeled by a

viscoelastic model (Chang and Chen, 2007) with an elastic

modulus of 36 GPa.

2.2 Model parameters selection

The steel pipe, cement mortar, reinforcement and casing pipe

were considered separately and all simulated as solid elements in

the numerical analysis, and the mesh type is three-dimensional

solid elements (C3D8R). The bonding action between the steel

pipe and cement mortar was taken into account, including both

normal and tangential behaviors. The former was simulated

using hard contact, and separation after contact is allowed;

the latter was simulated using a penalty function, and the

friction coefficient was set to 0.6 (Liu et al., 2019). Parameter

settings for the grouting incompleteness of pipe roof are shown in

Table 1.
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2.3 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions of themodel are the same as described

for researches related to concrete-filled steel tube (Mao, 2019; Zhang

et al., 2020). Support constraints were applied at 50 mm from each

end of the model, with one end constraining its displacement in the

X, Y, and Z directions and the other end constraining its

displacement in the Y and Z directions. Meanwhile, displacement

loads were applied at the quartering points near the sides of the

supports as shown in Figure 2.

3 Analysis of calculation results

Based on the establishment of the above refined numerical

model, the numerical analysis of grouting pipe roof, pipe roof

with reinforcement bundles and pipe roof with casing pipe under

different grouting incompleteness was carried out, and the

regular curves of bending moment-deflection, ultimate bearing

FIGURE 1
Model diagram of three types of pipe roof (A)Grouting pipe roof (B)Grouting pipe roof with reinforcement bundles; and (C)Grouting pipe roof
with casing pipe.

FIGURE 2
Model size and section diagram of three types of pipe roof.

TABLE 1 Parameter settings for numerical model.

Type Incompleteness of cement mortar
grouting (X)

Grouting pipe roof 0%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%,
30%, 35%, 40%, 45%, 50%, 100%

Grouting pipe roof with
reinforcement bundles

Grouting pipe roof with
casing pipe
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capacity coefficient and disengagement rate were derived for the

three types of pipe roof respectively.

3.1 Bending moment-deflection curves of
pipe roof

3.1.1 Grouting pipe roof
The M-um (bending moment—mid-span deflection) curves

of the grouting pipe roof under bending load are shown in

Figure 3. The M-um curves of the grouting pipe roof at 10%–

100% of grouting incompleteness are shown in Figure 3A. When

the grouting incompleteness is 25%–100%, the M-um curve is

roughly divided into elastic segment, elastic-plastic section and

descending section, the reason for the decline section is that the

flattening deformation of the steel pipe (the section develops

from a circle to an ellipse) separates the pipe wall from the

cement mortar (see Figure 10), resulting in a decrease in the

ultimate bearing capacity of the pipe roof; When the grouting

incompleteness is 10%–20%, the M-um curves has a

strengthening section after the descending section, and the

possible reason for this section is that the steel pipe is in

contact with the upper surface of cement mortar after the

flattening deformation when the grouting incompleteness is

small, resulting in an improvement of the ultimate bearing

capacity of the pipe roof instead. The M-um curves of the

grouting pipe roof at 0%–5% of grouting incompleteness are

shown in Figure 3B, and the curves can be divided into elastic

section, elastic-plastic section and strengthening section.

Compared with the case of 10%–100% of grouting

incompleteness, the curves do not have an obvious descending

section and the peak value is improved, indicating that the lower

the grouting incompleteness, the higher the ultimate bearing

capacity and the better the ductility of the pipe roof.

3.1.2 Pipe roof with reinforcement bundles
The M-um (bending moment—mid-span deflection) curves

of the pipe roof with reinforcement bundles under bending load

are shown in Figure 4. The M-um curves of this type of pipe roof

as are shown in Figure 4A, and the curve pattern is similar to that

of the grouting pipe roof. Compared with the grouting pipe roof,

the ultimate bending moment of such pipe roof is improved and

the slope of the descending section of the M-um curves is reduced

under the same grouting incompleteness. The M-um curves of

such pipe roof at 0%–5% of grouting incompleteness are shown

in Figure 4B. Likewise, the curve pattern is similar and the

ultimate bending moment is improved compared with the

grouting pipe roof. This indicates that the addition of

reinforcement bundles in the pipe roof can improve its

ultimate bearing capacity and enhance its ductility.

3.1.3 Pipe roof with casing pipe
The M-um (bending moment—mid-span deflection) curves of

the pipe roof with casing pipe under bending load are shown in

Figure 5. TheM-um curves of the reinforcement bundles pipe roof at

the grouting incompleteness of 10%–100% and 0%–5% are shown

in Figures 5A,B respectively, and the curve pattern is similar to that

of the grouting pipe roof and pipe roof with reinforcement bundles.

Compared with the two types of pipe roof mentioned above, the

ultimate bending moment of the pipe roof with casing pipe is

improved, and the slope of the descending section of theM-um curve

is slowed down. Moreover, the M-um curves of such pipe roof still

FIGURE 3
Bendingmoment—mid-span deflection curve of grouting pipe roof (A)Grouting incompleteness 10%–100%; and (B)Grouting incompleteness
0%–5%.
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have a strengthened section when the grouting incompleteness is

25%–50%. This may explain by the fact that the casing pipe has a

better supporting effect on the steel pipe after the flattening

deformation, which can significantly enhance the ultimate

bearing capacity and ductility of the pipe roof.

3.1.4 Comprehensive analysis of bending
moment-deflection curve

The bending moment—mid-span deflection curves of the three

types of pipe roof under full grouting is shown in Figure 6. It can be

seen that theM-um curve pattern of all the three is basically the same

when grouting is full, but the value of the ultimate bending moment

is different. The ultimate bending moment is increased by

3.02 kN·m and 7.76 kN·m for pipe roof with reinforcement

bundles and pipe roof with casing pipe respectively, and the

improvement rate is 17.6% and 44.4%, respectively. The steel

used in the reinforcement bundles is 97.3% of the casing pipe,

but the strengthening effect on the ultimate bearing capacity of the

pipe roof is only 39.6% of the casing pipe. The results show that

under the same amount of steel used, adding the casing pipe can

FIGURE 4
Bending moment—mid-span deflection curve of pipe roof with reinforcement bundles (A) Grouting incompleteness 10%–100%; and (B)
Grouting incompleteness 0%–5%.

FIGURE 5
Bending moment—mid-span deflection curve of pipe roof with casing pipe (A) Grouting incompleteness 10%–100%; and (B) Grouting
incompleteness 0%–5%.
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better improve the ultimate bearing capacity of the pipe roof

compared with adding the reinforcement bundles, and the

improvement effect is more significant.

3.2 Analysis of ultimate bearing capacity

3.2.1 Ultimate bearing capacity coefficient
In order to quantitatively analyze the influence of grouting

incompleteness on the ultimate bending moment of the pipe

roof, the ratio of the ultimate bending moment of the pipe roof

when the grouting is not full and when the grouting is full is

defined as MI, namely the ultimate bearing capacity coefficient of

the pipe roof.

The MI-X (ultimate bearing capacity coefficient-grouting

incompleteness) curve of the three types of pipe roof is shown

in Figure 7. It can be seen that the ultimate bearing capacity

coefficient of all the three decreases with the increase of

grouting incompleteness, and the rate of decrease gradually

slows down, and the ultimate bearing capacity of all the three

reaches the peak. Specifically, when the grouting

incompleteness is 2%, the ultimate bearing capacity of the

three (grouting pipe roof, pipe roof with reinforcing bundle

and pipe roof with casing pipe) is 95.4%, 94.8%, and 95.2% of

that when grouting is full, respectively. When the grouting

incompleteness rises to 25%, the ultimate bearing capacity of

the three is only 64.7%, 59.6%, and 62.9% of that when

grouting is full, respectively, while the ultimate bearing

capacity of the three without grouting is only 58.4%, 54%,

and 53.4% of that when grouting is full.

Due to the construction process and other reasons, it is

difficult to achieve 100% grouting stone rate of pipe roof in

actual projects, and the grouting is not full from time to time.

According to the above analysis, when the grouting

incompleteness is only 2%, the ultimate bearing capacity of

the three types of pipe roof is reduced by 4.6%, 5.2%, and 4.8%,

respectively compared with the full grouting, indicating that

the ultimate bearing capacity of the pipe roof decreases

slightly at this time; When the grouting incompleteness

rises to 25%, the ultimate bearing capacity of the three

types of pipe roof decreases by 35.3%, 40.4%, and 37.1%

respectively, compared with the full grouting, suggesting

that the ultimate bearing capacity of the pipe roof

decreases significantly and is improved less than that

without grouting.

3.2.2 Pipe roof ultimate bending moment
analysis

The M-X (ultimate bending moment-grouting incompleteness)

curve of the pipe roof is shown in Figure 8A, and the effect of adding

reinforcement (reinforcement bundles, casing pipe) in the pipe roof

on the ultimate bending moment at the same grouting

incompleteness is shown in Figure 8B. It can be seen that adding

reinforcement in the pipe roof has a certain elevation on its ultimate

bendingmoment, and the elevation value differs with different types

of reinforcement. The effect is best when the grouting is full and falls

sharply when the grouting incompleteness is about 10%, and tends

to level off when the grouting incompleteness rises to about 20%.

Specifically, when the grouting incompleteness is 0%–10%, the

elevated value of the ultimate bending moment is

2.35–3.02 kNm and 7.15–7.76 kNm for adding reinforcement

bundles and casing pipe in the pipe roof respectively; When the

grouting incompleteness is increased from 10% to 20%, the elevated

FIGURE 6
Bending moment—mid-span deflection curve of three types
of pipe roof under full grouting.

FIGURE 7
Ultimate bearing capacity coefficient-grouting
incompleteness curve of pipe roof.
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value is reduced from 2.35 kNm and 7.15 kNm to 1.08 kNm and

4.43 kNm, respectively, with a decrease of 55.9% and 39%; when

there is no grouting, the elevated value is 0.86 kNm and 3.25 kNm,

respectively.

It is calculated that when the grouting incompleteness is 0%–

100%, the elevated value of the ultimate bending moment of the

pipe roof with reinforcement bundles and casing pipe is

0.86–3.02 kN m and 3.25–7.76 kN m respectively, and the

corresponding increase rate is 7.7%–18.3% and 31.4%–51.6%

respectively. The results suggest that when the grouting is not

full, the enhancement effect of adding the casing pipe in the pipe

roof on the ultimate bending moment is quite greater than that of

adding reinforcement bundles.

3.3 Analysis of disengagement rate

The ratio of the circumferential disengagement length

between the pipe wall and the cement mortar in the mid-span

section of the pipe roof and the initial contact length under the

same load is defined as the disengagement rate TI.

The TI-X (disengagement rate-grouting incompleteness) curve

for the three types of pipe roof is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen

that when the grouting incompleteness is 2%, the corresponding

disengagement rate for all the three are around 2%; When the

grouting incompleteness is 5%, the disengagement rate of the three

(grouting pipe roof, pipe roof with reinforcing bundle and pipe roof

with casing pipe) is 35.1%, 25.6%, and 16.9% respectively; When the

grouting incompleteness is 30%, the disengagement rate of the three

is 73.3%, 71.8%, and 58.7% respectively, and when the grouting

incompleteness rises to 50%, the disengagement rate of the three

increases to 78.3%, 76.4%, and 69.5%, respectively. This indicates

that the disengagement rate of all the three growswith the increase of

grouting incompleteness, which grows relatively slowly when the

grouting incompleteness is less than 2%, develops rapidly when the

grouting incompleteness is 2%–30%, and tends to level off when the

grouting incompleteness is greater than 30%. Additionally, under

the same grouting incompleteness, adding reinforcement bundles

and casing pipe in the pipe roof can effectively reduce its

disengagement rate and the latter has better effect, and the

FIGURE 8
(A) Ultimate bending moment-grouting incompleteness curve of pipe roof (B) the influence of adding reinforcement in the pipe roof on the
ultimate bending moment.

FIGURE 9
Disengagement rate-grouting incompleteness curve of pipe
roof.
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disengagement rate is 62.8%–97.9% and 29.1%–91.9% of the

grouting pipe roof respectively.

Figure 10 shows the damage form of the pipe roof with

reinforcement bundles when the grouting incompleteness is 20%.

The overall deformation of the pipe shed is “V” shaped (shown in

Figure 10A), and the flattening deformation of the steel pipe near the

sections on both sides of the support (shown in Figure 10C, Figures

10E), the disengagement rate and disengagement distance between

the steel pipe wall and themortar on both sides are smaller than that

of the mid-span section (shown in Figures 10D).

3.4 Analysis of deflection curve

Figure 11 shows the distribution of deflection along the length of

the component during the loading process for the three types of pipe

roof when the grouting is full, respectively. The abscissa coordinates

in the figure are the distance between the points of the component

and the left end support, namely, the effective length L0, and the

ordinate coordinates are the deflection values um at different locations

during the loading process of the component. The solid line is the

um-L0 curve obtained fromnumerical calculation, and the dashed line

FIGURE 10
Damage form of the pipe roof with reinforcement bundles at 20% grouting incompleteness (A) Before and after deformation of the pipe roof (B)
Undeformed section (C) Left section (D) Mid-span section; and (E) Right section.

FIGURE 11
Deflection curves of three types of pipe roof (A) Grouting pipe roof (B) Grouting pipe roof with reinforcement bundles; and (C) pipe roof with
casing pipe.
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is the sine curve. The results show that the deflection curves of the

three types of pipe roof are in good agreement with the sine curve.

4 Comparative analysis

4.1 Comparison with test results

To further demonstrate the correctness of the numerical

calculation results, the calculation results were compared with

the previous model test, the test site was shown in Figure 12. The

numerical calculation conditions are consistent with the model

test materials and dimensions, and the test measurement point

arrangement, detailed scheme and test process are described in

the reference (Min, 2018). The ultimate bearing capacity derived

from the model test and other scholars’ research was compared

with the numerical results of this paper as follows.

The change curves of the ultimate bending moment of three

types of pipe roof specimens (models) are shown in Figure 13A. The

abscissa coordinates are different types of pipe roof, and the ordinate

coordinates are the improvement rate of ultimate bending moment

of the three compared with grouting pipe roof when the grouting is

full. The test results reveal that the ultimate bendingmoment of pipe

roof specimens with reinforcement bundles and casing pipe is

increased by 20.5% and 35% compared with that of grouting

pipe roof specimens, respectively, and the amount of steel used

for reinforcement bundles is 97.3% of that of the casing pipe, while

the strengthening effect on the ultimate bearing capacity of pipe roof

is only 58.6% of that of the casing pipe. Comparing the test and

numerical ultimate bending moment curves, we can see that the two

are in good agreement, and the slight deviation may be due to the

slight error of the test results caused by the defects of the steel pipe,

and the maximum deflection deformation of the test is smaller than

that of the numerical simulation in order to prevent damage to the

instrument.

The comparison of MI-X (ultimate bearing capacity

coefficient—grouting incompleteness) curve for the grouting

pipe roof specimens (models) is shown in Figure 13B. The

test results indicate that the ultimate bending moment of the

pipe roof grouting as incompleteness of 10%, 20% and 50% is

79.4%, 70.6%, and 58.8% of that at the full grouting, respectively.

As can be seen from Figure 13 (right), the numerical results are in

good agreement with the experimental results, validating the

applicability and rationality of the numerical model in this paper.

FIGURE 12
Field test.

FIGURE 13
(A) Variation curve of ultimate bending moment of pipe roof specimens (models) (B) Curve of ultimate bearing capacity coefficient—grouting
incompleteness of grouting pipe roof specimens (models).
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4.2 Comparison with other scholars’
research

Figure 14 shows the comparison of M-um (bending

moment—mid-span deflection) curves between the grouting pipe

roof in this paper and the concrete-filled steel tube in the reference

(Mao, 2019; Zhang et al., 2020) when the grouting is full. Both the

reference (Mao, 2019; Zhang et al., 2020) and the research in this

paper use the Q235 steel pipe, and the strength and elastic modulus

of the groutingmaterial inside the tube of both are also close to those

in this paper. As shown in Figure 14, the difference in the ultimate

bending moment value is attributed to the fact that the steel pipe

diameter and length used in this paper are at variance that used in

the reference (Mao, 2019; Zhang et al., 2020) test (numerical).

Moreover, the numerical simulation results in this paper are in

good agreement with the law obtained in reference (Zhang et al.,

2020), but while there is a gap with the reference (Mao, 2019). This is

due to the fact that the steel tubes used in this paper and reference

(Zhang et al., 2020) are stainless steel tubes that have significant

strain strengthening properties compared with ordinary steel tubes.

Figure 15 shows the MI-X (ultimate bearing capacity

coefficient—grouting incompleteness) curve of the grouting

pipe roof in this paper compared with the concrete-filled steel

tube in the reference (Mao, 2019). The numerical results of

reference (Mao, 2019) suggest that the ultimate bearing

capacity of the concrete-filled steel tube at 2.7%, 4.4%, 6%,

and 7.5% of grouted incompleteness is 92.5%, 89.9%, 89.4%,

and 86.8% of that at full grouting, respectively. As can be seen

from Figure 15, the data fitting curve of the reference (Mao, 2019)

is more consistent with the MI-X curve in this paper, laterally

verifying the high feasibility of the numerical model in this paper.

5 Conclusion

In this study, the numerical simulations of pure bending loads

for three types of pipe roof under 16 working conditions of grouting

incompleteness were carried out, and the numerical results obtained

were analyzed comparing with the model tests and other scholars’

research. The following conclusions can be drawn.

1) The ultimate bearing capacity of the grouting pipe roof, pipe roof

with reinforcement bundles, pipe roof with casing pipe all

decreases with the rise of grouting incompleteness. When the

grouting incompleteness is only 2%, the ultimate bearing

capacity decreases less than that of full grouting, decreasing

by 4.6%, 5.2%, and 4.8% respectively; When the grouting

incompleteness rises to 25%, the ultimate bearing capacity

decreases significantly than that of full grouting, decreasing by

35.3%, 40.4%, and 37.1% respectively, and the ultimate bearing

capacity of the pipe roof is rather close to that without grouting.

2) When the grouting is full, the ultimate bearing capacity of the pipe

roof can be increased by 17.6% and 44.4%by adding reinforcement

bundles and casing pipe respectively, and increased by 7.7%–18.3%

and 31.4%–51.6% respectively when the grouting is not full.

3) The disengagement rate of all the three categories of pipe roofs with

the increase of grouting incompleteness. Under the same grouting

incompleteness, adding reinforcement bundles and casing pipe in

the pipe roof can effectively reduce its disengagement rate and the

latter has better effect, and the disengagement rate is 62.8%–97.9%

and 29.1%–91.9% of that of the grouting pipe roof when the

grouting incompleteness is 0%–50% respectively.

4) The numerical simulation results are in good agreement with the

experimental results and the research results of other scholars,

FIGURE 14
Comparison of bending moment—mid-span deflection
curve.

FIGURE 15
Comparison of ultimate bearing capacity
coefficient—grouting incompleteness curve.
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indicating that the numerical simulation in this study is highly

feasible and has an excellent reference value for engineering practice.
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